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This letter reports a grain boundary �GB� premelting/prewetting model based on the Miedema
model and computational thermodynamics, predicting that GB disordering can start at as low as
60%–85% of the bulk solidus temperatures in selected systems. This model quantitatively explains
the long-standing mystery of subsolidus activated sintering in W–Pd, W–Ni, W–Co, W–Fe and
W–Cu, and it has broad applications for understanding GB-controlled transport kinetics and
physical properties. Furthermore, this study demonstrates the necessity of developing GB “phase”
diagrams as a tool for material design. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2892631�

While the importance of surface premelting has been
well recognized,1 grain boundary �GB� premelting in unary
systems was believed to be generally unimportant for mate-
rial fabrication since Hsieh and Balluffi found that it does not
occur up to a temperature of 0.999Tmelt for pure Al.2 On the
other hand, stabilization of impurity-based, quasiliquid inter-
granular films �IGFs� at subsolidus temperatures has been
observed in several binary and multicomponent materials,
where an analogy to premelting in unary systems was made.3

Tang et al.4 proposed to understand subsolidus IGFs in bi-
nary systems from coupled GB premelting1 and prewetting5

transitions, where, in principle, concurrent GB adsorption
can stabilize disordered IGFs over larger undercooling
ranges.

In a classic review article6 in 1978, Coble and Cannon
stated that “the most significant changes which have been
taken place in recent years regard the finding with respect to
densification below the eutectics in numerous systems, nota-
bly tungsten-carbide:cobalt, tungsten:nickel,…” The exact
underlying mechanism remained controversial for decades.
Recent high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
�HRTEM� studies attributed subsolidus activated sintering in
Ni-doped W,7,8 Bi2O3-doped ZnO,9 and other systems10 to
short-circuit diffusion in premelting-like IGFs. Subsolidus
activated sintering experiments have been conducted
for W using various dopants with significantly different
effectiveness,11,12 enabling a critical test of the hypothesized
sintering mechanism. Moreover, using onset sintering as an
indicator for GB disordering, we can establish a quantitative
model for predicting GB disordering in binary alloys with
broader applications beyond sintering.

Five W alloys �W–M; M =Pd, Ni, Fe, Co, and Cu� are
selected for this study in part due to the availability of binary
thermodynamic functions �developed via the CALPHAD

�CALculation of PHAse Diagrams� effort�.13,14 Stabilization
of a subsolidus quasiliquid IGF of thickness h can be con-
sidered in terms of the free energy penalty for forming an
undercooled liquid ��Gamorphh� being more than offset by the
reduction in interfacial energies resulting from the replace-
ment of a GB with two crystal-liquid interfaces,

�Gamorphh � ��GB
�0� − 2�cl� � − �� . �1�

The average excess free energy of random W GBs without
adsorption ��GB

�0� � is interpolated from the data at 1773 K
�1.08 J /m2� �Ref. 15� and 0 K �1.225 J /m2�.16 The crystal-
liquid interfacial energies are estimated based on the
Miedema model16,17 and the data in Ref. 16,

�cl = FM
W�XM�

�HW in M
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1.9RT
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where �HW in M
interface is the enthalpy of solution; XM is the molar

fraction of M in the liquid �IGF�; C0 is a constant ��4.5
�108�; V is the molar volume; R is the gas constant; and
FM

W�XM� is the degree to which W atoms are surrounded by
M atoms.17

The value of �Gamorph can be computed from the liquid
formation free energy and the chemical potentials set by the
equilibrium bulk phase�s� via standard CALPHAD methods:

�Gamorph = Gliquid
f − �XM�M + �1 − XM��W� . �3�

Relevant bulk thermodynamic terms are calculated using
PANDAT software and the thermodynamic functions in Refs.
13 and 14.

We define the following variable to represent the ther-
modynamic tendency to stabilize a quasiliquid IGF:

� � max
�0�XM�1�

� − ���XM�
�Gamorph�XM�� , �4�

which scales the actual �equilibrium� film thickness.
Furthermore, the excess free energy of a quasiliquid IGF

can be written as3

Gx − �GB
�0� = �Gamorphh + ��f�h� , �5�

where f�h� is an interfacial coefficient that ranges from 0 to
1 as h increases from 0 to �, and �interfacial�h�����f�h�
−1� is a short-range interfacial interaction.3 The equilibrium
thickness �hEQ� is determined by minimizing Eq. �5�. If a
continuum approximation can be adopted,

f�h� � 1 − e−h/	 �6�

and hEQ�	 ln�� /	�, where 	 is a coherent length of
	0.3 nm.3,18 Then, we estimate the range of GB solidus tem-
perature �TGBS� via
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0.5 nm � ��TGBS� � 1 nm. �7�

At TGBS, hEQ is about 1 monolayer �0.2–0.3 nm� from an
extrapolation of the continuum approximation.

The � values are computed numerically as functions of
the bulk chemical potentials and temperature using a home-
made MATLAB code. Lines of constant � are plotted in bulk
binary phase diagrams, and one example is shown in Fig. 1.
At a constant temperature, � is a constant in the two-phase
region and decreases with decreasing dopant concentration in
the single-phase region. Consistently, it is well known that
additional doping beyond an optimal level �which is typi-
cally slightly above the solid solubility limits� does not pro-
vide additional benefits to enhance sintering.7,11,12

Subsequently, computed ��T� values for dopant-
saturated W specimens �in the two-phase regions� are shown
in Fig. 2, which predicts the correct order for the dopant
effectiveness �Pd
Ni
Co�Fe�Cu�.11,12 Furthermore,
��T� can be used to rationalize detailed observations. For
example, Pd is the most effective dopant at low tempera-
tures, but Ni becomes more effective at moderate tempera-
tures �inset in Fig. 2 �Ref. 11��; this observation can be ex-
plained from the different slopes in ��T� �Fig. 2�.

To conduct a critical model-experimental comparison,
onset activated sintering temperatures are retrieved from
prior studies11,12 and normalized to remove variations due to
the different sintering schemes and grain sizes. For GB-

controlled sintering, it is known that s2ds /dt�DGBG−4,
where s is the linear shrinkage, DGB is the GB diffusivity,
and G is the grain size. The onset activated sintering tem-
perature is defined as the temperature at which s2ds /dt
=10−8 min−1 for a reference grain size of 0.56 �m,12 which
corresponds to s=1% after 33 min of isothermal sintering.

As shown in Table I, the normalized onset sintering tem-
peratures fall into the estimated ranges of TGBS for W–Pd,
W–Ni, W–Co, and W–Fe, which are 	60% –85% of the
bulk eutectic/peritectic temperatures �Te/p�. On the other
hand, computed �� is 
0 for W–Cu, indicating that IGFs
cannot form. This predication is consistent with the observa-
tion that Cu has no effect in enhancing sintering at all tem-
peratures �Fig. 2�,11 even if this binary system has a low Te/p
�Table I�.

Recently, Tang et al. suggested an extension of the Gibbs
definition of bulk phases to equilibrium GB features and des-
ignated them as GB complexions.4,19 These subsolidus qua-
siliquid IGFs are one important GB complexion that is a
precursor to the bulk liquid phase. Notably, Dillon and
Harmer recently observed a series of GB complexions in
doped Al2O3 with increasing levels of structural disorder and
GB mobility, and their study explained the mechanism of
abnormal grain growth �another outstanding scientific
mystery�.19,20 To interpret their observations, Eq. �6� is re-
fined to consider the finite atom size,

FIG. 1. �Color online� Computed lines of constant � are
plotted in the W–Co binary bulk phase diagram. Com-
puted diagrams for W–Fe, W–Pd, and W–Ni exhibit
similar features.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Computed � vs T for dopant-saturated W specimens.
Corresponding equilibrium film thicknesses are computed from a continuum
approximation. The inset shows the T-dependent densification rates replot-
ted after German and Munir �Fig. 5 in Ref. 11�, where only initial-stage
sintering data are included.

TABLE I. Onset activated sintering temperatures �Tsinter� vs estimated
ranges of GB solidus temperatures �TGBS�. The ��e/p values are computed
by using the eutectic/peritectic temperature �Te/p� and composition. The
listed Tsinter values are means �standard deviations� of three sets of prior
experimental data �Refs. 11 and 12�. The first set of data are extrapolated
from the isothermal sintering data �Refs. 11 and 12� and the other two sets
are retrieved from continuous sintering experiments of 8.5 and 17 °C /min,
where the original data �Ref. 11� have been numerically processed to obtain
s2ds /dt.

Te/p
�K�

��e/p
�J /m2� Tsinter �K� TGBS �K�

W–Pd 2088 −0.60 109023 �1141a

W–Ni 1768 −0.52 115018 1121–1470
W-Co 1962 −0.40 130149 1140–1644
W-Fe 1910 −0.37 130850 1273–1664
W-Cu 1357 +0.49 No activated sintering No IGF

aThis estimation is less reliable than others because the thermodynamic
functions for the W–Pd binary system have not been fully assessed �which
were derived based on partial phase-diagram data �Ref. 14��.
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f�h� � 1 − e−h/	�1 − � sin2��h/�0�� , �8�

where �0�0.25 nm is the interatomic distance. Equation �8�
includes a well-known oscillatory structural force,21 produc-
ing local energy minima at h=n�0 �n is an integer�. This
refinement leads to layering transitions19,22 for moderate �
and produces to a series of GB complexions �Fig. 3� similar
to those observed by Dillon and Harmer.19,20

The current model can be extended to multicomponent
alloys via the use of well-established CALPHAD extrapolation
methods and statistical thermodynamic models for estimat-
ing interfacial energies. This model for metals serves as a
basis for developing models for ceramics, where London dis-
persion forces and electrostatic interactions should be added
separately.3 To accurately represent interfacial forces, addi-
tional coarse-grained parameters, e.g., the average film com-
position �X� and structural order ���, can be included in the
interfacial coefficient �f�h ,X ,��� in Eqs. �5� and �6�, which
can, in principle, produce many different types of GB com-
plexions and transitions. A further extension of this model
should consider structural and chemical gradients in a
diffuse-interface theory.4

In summary, a quantitative GB disordering model �with
no adjustable parameters� can explain all major observations
of subsolidus activated sintering. In conjunction with recent
direct HRTEM observations,7,8 it is concluded that subsoli-
dus activated sintering is due to short-circuit diffusion in
premelting-like IGFs. Moreover, this model can have broad
applications beyond sintering, e.g., in understanding creep
and liquid metal embrittlement.3

This study represents an initial step toward a long-range
scientific goal of developing quantitative GB complexion
�phase� diagrams as fundamental information leading to con-
trolled material design. Because GB disordering or transi-
tions can vastly change GB diffusivity and mobility, Fig. 1
and similar or more sophisticated diagrams �which may in-

clude first-order GB transitions4� can be used to design fab-
rication pathways to utilize desired GB structures during pro-
cessing to control microstructural evolution. This study
shows that bulk phase diagrams are not adequate for predict-
ing optimal activated sintering protocols since liquidlike GB
complexions can form at as low as 60%–85% of bulk solidus
temperatures, resulting in subsolidus activated sintering
�with phenomenological similarities to liquid-phase sinter-
ing�. Furthermore, since IGFs or other GB complexions can
be retained upon cooling and critically affect a variety of
mechanical and physical properties,3 GB complexion dia-
grams can also be used to devise heat treatment recipes to
adjust final GB structures for the desired properties.
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Fig. 1 can be downloaded at http://alum.mit.edu/www/
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Computed equilibrium film thickness vs � �using Eq.
�8�; 	=0.3 nm�. Corresponding temperatures are computed for the W–Co
system. Layering transitions occur for �
3.5%, leading to a series of GB
complexions similar to those observed by Dillon and co-workers �Refs. 19
and 20�.
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